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Presentation Notes
Good morning Commissioners. For the record, I’m Scott Wirth, your Assistant Chief of Support Services. I am pleased to announce that we have reached tentative agreements with each of our Design Team firms. Those agreements are before you today for review and, hopefully, your approval. Should you approve all three agreements, our Design Team will be set. I will say, it has been highly beneficial reviewing each of these agreements and negotiating with the principals for each firm. All three firms have been nothing but professional and accommodative throughout the entire negotiation process. I am confident this Design Team will work well together and will bring us the best facility possible.  



Fire Station 31/HQ Facility Design Team

• GMA/Sweet Sparkman - Architectural Group

• Quattrone & Associates – Civil Engineering 
Group

• Wright Construction - Construction Manager

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first part of our team is the Architects. GMA Architects is our primary firm located right here in Fort Myers. GMA will be managing the bulk of the design work. GMA has partnered with Sweet Sparkman Architectures & Interiors. Sweet Sparkman is based out of the Sarasota area and have been included on our project because of their extensive experience with Public Safety Facilities and their interior design expertise as well. CLICKThis project includes a number of engineers. We elected to separate out the Civil Engineer from the others for a specific reason. The other professional engineers will work as subconsultants to the Architect and their focus will be on the building and its included systems.  Quattrone will manage everything associated with the site, utilities and adjacent features, which are mainly the traffic and emergency signaling. In addition, Quattrone will manage all the permitting involved with rezoning the site and getting our Development Order completed and through the approval process. CLICKWright Construction Group is our Construction Manager. In other words, they’re our building contractor. Wright will work closely with GMA throughout the design process to assure GMA is designing a buildable building using the latest and most efficient processes and materials. With the current labor and material shortages, Wright’s consultation throughout the design phase should prove invaluable. All the work that happens before construction is broken down into four phases; The Programming phase, Schematic phase, Design Development phase, and Construction Documents phase. Each phase is designed to bring the project forward in a very methodical process until we ultimately have a comprehensive and complete plan for the entire project



Pre-Construction Design Phases

This Pre-Construction Phase is divided into (4) Segments
• Programming

• Schematics

• Design/Development

• Construction Documents

Each Design Group has a Specific Function, Role, and 
Responsibility.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first phase is the programming phase. In this phase, the Architects will meet with our people and the community to gather up all the information needed to start planning the size and scope of the building. They start by listing out every use that this building will include, for example: Fire Station, Administrative Services, Community Meeting Space and Training Space. Each of these uses gets dissected to determine just the right amount of space needed for each use. The architects will look for ways to overlap uses whenever possible. For example, the community space may also serve as a training space for classroom work or as flex space during a storm event.  The Architect will work closely with our Civil Engineer to determine how the structure will be placed on the site and what site features will be included to compliment the building’s operations. 



Pre-Construction Design Phases

GMA ARCHITECTS
&

SWEET SPARKMAN ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIORS

PROGRAMMING PHASE

• Community Outreach 
• Community Workshops 
• Community Surveys 

• Internal Stakeholder Workshops and surveys
• Determine all the ways this facility will be used
• Determine needed space for each use
• Site Analysis

Outcome: A Conceptual Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first phase is the programming phase. In this phase, the Architects will meet with our people and the community to gather up all the information needed to start planning the size and scope of the building. They start by listing out every use that this building will include, for example: Fire Station, Administrative Services, Community Meeting Space and Training Space. Each of these uses gets dissected to determine just the right amount of space needed for each use. The architects will look for ways to overlap uses whenever possible. For example, the community space may also serve as a training space for classroom work or as flex space during a storm event.  The Architect will work closely with our Civil Engineer to determine how the structure will be placed on the site and what site features will be included to compliment the building’s operations. 



Pre-Construction Design Phases

Quattrone & Associates 

PROGRAMMING PHASE

• Assess existing site conditions 
• Determine property constraints 
• Determine neighborhood constraints
• Determine zoning and permitting requirements

Outcome: Prepare a draft Site Investigation Report (SIR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the Architects are working on the initial analysis of space needs and uses, the Civil Engineer will be assessing the existing site. The Engineer will also evaluate constraints placed on the property being that we are so close to residential uses. The Engineer will consider things such as the size of the property, existing elevations, flood plains, adjacent utilities and potential traffic issues. The Civil Engineer will handle the bulk of the work on any rezoning or restrapping of the property, as needed. In this early phase, the Engineer will determine what needs to be done to conform with all compliance requirements. Finally, in this phase, the Civil Engineer will prepare and submit an assessment of the existing property and adjacencies such as utilities, neighbors and traffic. This initial draft report, known as a Site Investigation Report, will assist the architects and the construction manager in understanding their starting parameters related to using this site and the placement of the building on the site. 



Pre-Construction Design Phases

Wright Construction Group

PROGRAMMING PHASE

• Not involved in the Programming process
• Serve as a consultant to the engineer and architects
• Will be directed to remove the existing Topps slab to 

accommodate site evaluations and core drilling

Outcome: Demolition of the existing Topps slab

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s a little early for the Construction Manager. They do not have a role in the initial space analysis but they will serve as a consultant to the Civil Engineer. Their experience will help the Civil Engineer as they are considering best practices for connecting to existing utilities, stormwater and traffic control equipment. The District will also engage the construction manager’s services right away to remove the existing slab at the back of the property. This slab needs to come out so the Engineer can core drill and test the soils below. 



GMA ARCHITECTS
&

SWEET SPARKMAN ARCHITECTURE 
SCHEMATIC PHASE 

• Start Arranging the Spaces 
• Incorporate Adjacent uses 
• Consider workflows and different building 

elevations 
• Determine the Square Footage
• Rough Estimate of Probable Costs

Outcome: A General Floorplan and First Estimates of Cost

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Schematic Phase, the team is taking all the programming information and starting to arrange the spaces into an initial layout. Spaces will get moved around later on when we start introducing mechanical spaces, structural components and pathways for plumbing, electrical and HVAC. This phase is exciting because we will start seeing some exterior elevations showing us generally what the building will look like. At the end of this phase we will have our first floorplan and early estimates of cost. 



Quattrone & Associates 

SCHEMATIC PHASE 
• Core Sampling to Determine ground conditions
• Soft Digs to confirm Utility locations 
• Coordination with Regulating Agencies 
• Traffic Studies
• Engineering Traffic signal Placement
• Initial Site features (Parking, Driveways, drainage, 

landscape, lighting, fencing/security)

Outcome: An initial site plan, updated surveys, and 
preliminary permitting / zoning in progress. 

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the architectural team is beginning the initial layouts for the building, the Civil Engineer will be doing more work on the site. The engineer will be doing traffic studies, designing the traffic signal setup, doing digs to confirm utility locations, completing the core ground sampling and preparing the initial site plan. The site plan will show the location of the building and will incorporate the adjacent features such as site lighting, parking, driveways, landscape, drainage and fencing. 



Wright Construction Group

SCHEMATIC PHASE 
• Begin developing a Master Project Schedule
• Begin rough estimates of the cost to construct
• Estimates will include preliminary plans from both 

the Architect and the Civil Engineer
• The major trades will be engaged to confirm 

estimates against current market conditions

Outcome: Development of a Master Project Schedule and a 
preliminary cost estimate. 

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As soon as the Architect and Engineer have preliminary drawings of a building and site design, the construction manager will start reviewing everything. The CM will apply rough estimates of cost based on the limited information. The CM will also review the plans to identify any early concerns in constructability, unavailable materials or other issues which might add to the budget or timeline. The CM will also work with their subcontractors who are even more in tune with the most recent conditions in the labor and materials markets. These efforts will help bring us the most accurate budget numbers possible.  



GMA ARCHITECTS
&

SWEET SPARKMAN ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

• Continue to refine the conceptual design
• Add in building systems (Electrical, HVAC, Plumbing)
• Add in the structural elements such as beams, 

columns and types of construction to be used
• Consider what types of systems and materials are 

best for the project
• Continue to refine and update the cost estimates

Outcome: A more comprehensive set of plans and more 
accurate cost estimates. 

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Design Development Phase, the conceptual plan continues to evolve. In this phase, we are now working with the structural engineer who tells us where to put beams and columns and how big they need to be. The Mechanical Engineers are laying out out the plumbing, electrical and air conditioning systems. All of these factors will cause the plans to change; possibly the size of void spaces above the drop ceilings will have to be increased to allow for the mechanicals; or rooms might have to be moved around to account for column or beam placements. Once we complete this phase, we will have a pretty accurate idea of what the building will look like, what systems will be included and what the floorplans are going to be. With many of the details worked out, the cost estimates will continue to become more accurate. 



Quattrone & Associates 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

• Finish up rezoning process 
• Complete Site Plan and Landscape Plan
• Complete the Development Order process and 

secure the Development Order 
• Participate in public meetings 

Outcome: Completed plans delivered to the Architect. 
Completed Development Order delivered to the District. 

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Civil Engineer will be finishing up most of their work. The Site Plan and Landscape Plan will be provided to the Architect to incorporate into the full set of plans. The rezoning and Development Order will be finished and sent to the District. If the Team has any public meetings, the Civil Engineer will be involved as well. 



Wright Construction 

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT PHASE 

• Keeping a close eye on the budget
• Prepares a more-detailed estimate of cost 
• Review of constructability and life-cycle costs
• Provide expertise to the Architect on current best-

practices and cost estimating based on current 
market conditions

• Participate in value-engineering as needed to stay in 
budget

Outcome: A refined cost estimate and project schedule

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Construction Manager is kicking into high gear at this point. They are actively updating schedules and budgets. The Construction Manager is working closely with the Architect to assure the plans are buildable as designed. They are providing guidance and feedback throughout to minimize waste in design time. The Construction Manager is also the expert in offering options to maximize the budget and minimize construction time. Plans are being submitted to their subcontractors so they can create cost estimates. The subcontractors will inevitably have questions about the details of the project; they will submit Requests for Information which will have to be processed by the Construction Manager, with most answers coming from the Architect or the Architect’s subconsultants, which are the Mechanical and Structural Engineers, material suppliers, etc. 



GMA ARCHITECTS
&

SWEET SPARKMAN ARCHITECTURE
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT PHASE 

• Plans will be finished out
• All materials, equipment and Design Feature  

specifications are completed and added to the plans
• Construction details are completed and added to 

plans
• Bid Packages are created so subcontractors can do 

price estimates

Outcome: A Complete set of plans and a final Guaranteed 
Maximum Price (GMP).  

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
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At this point, we are getting close to permitting and construction. The plans have been finished up and all the details are now included. We know what materials and equipment are being used, we have specific details on how to assemble the beams, columns, the footers, walls, roof, and every other aspect of the building. All of this detail is necessary for the subcontractors to give us final pricing. The Construction Manager will assemble all of the costs in order to give us our Guaranteed maximum Price known as the GMP. At that time, we will be back to see you and get your permission to move forward with the construction phase.  



Quattrone & Associates 

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT PHASE 

• Wrapping up any unresolved issues 

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By now Quattrone is pretty much wrapped up with their work until we get into construction. They are just taking care of any last-minute details related to their scope of work. 



Wright Construction Group 

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENT PHASE 

• Detailed scopes of work are being finalized
• The subcontractor bid process is expanded 

• Advertising for multiple subs for each discipline
• Pre-bid meetings to answer questions

• Final checks of the plan documents 
• Final review of the project schedule 
• Qualify submitted bids
• Finalize and present the GMP
• Secure Permits 

Outcome: Present the GMP & secure permits 

Pre-Construction Design Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Construction Manager is taking over at this point. The Architect and Engineer are completing their work and the construction manager is using the plans to secure pricing and get ready to start building. We will receive the GMP and the permitting authorities will issue permits. And now comes the fun part, we can start building!



FIRE STATION 31 & HEADQUARTERS FACILITY TIMELINE

OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

PRE-DESIGN & PROGRAMMING (8 Weeks)  

OWNER'S REVIEW & COST ESTIMATING (2 Weeks)

SCHEMATIC DESIGN (6 Weeks)

OWNER'S REVIEW & COST ESTIMATING (4 Weeks)

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT (8 Weeks)

OWNER'S REVIEW & COST ESTIMATING (4 Weeks)

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS (8 Weeks)

BIDDING / BUILDING PERMITTING (8 Weeks)

GMP APPROVAL (8 Weeks)

SITE ANALYSIS, SITE DESIGN and SITE PERMITTING: 
SFWMD, Town of FMB, FDEP
(9-10 Months)

CONSTRUCTION (12-15-Months)

202320222021 2024



Thank you!

Questions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions that I can answer for you? Thank you so much!
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